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I	 INTRODUCTION
The first Quarterly Report
	 	 	 (Barrett and grant, 1975) started tha4,in.	 ^
the early stakes of this Study, attention was to be focussed on the analysis
"	
t
i s of Landsat imagery cloud contents, and that consideration of ,rainfall questions ^
was to be left until later.
	 Consequently, this Second Quarterly Report is
f; concerned with the identification and description of clouds appearing in
IeMdsat images of the British region.
	 Although much detailed attention has
'i been given to the identification and description of clouds portrayed by
meteorological satellites (e.g. Anderson et al., 1974, Barrett,,19741
Conover, 1962 and 1963, kIopkins, 1967, Lee and Taggart, 1969), the, present
^r
r
authors are unaware of any similar analyses of Land sat MSS data.
	
The tabul-
1
ation of criteria characterizing a reasonable range of cloud types, therefore
j constituted a necessary task in advance of, and in preparation for, the +
comparing of landsat and conventional weather observations.
	 In view of the
lack of any earlier schemes, we feel that our 'efforts in that direction
w
properly constitute
	 'significant results", and should be of interest and
use to many investigators whose
	 Yobjectives in an	 wa	 involve cloud cover.J	 Y 
II.	 TECHNIQUES
In selecting "classic" examples of different cloud types for consider-
ation in the compilation of the Landsat Cloud PY,'tointerpretation key, the
following steps were taken
(a)	 Numbers of Landsat 2 70mm positive transparencies were laid out
on large light tables, and separated into sets on the basis of
their dominant cloud` contents.
	 The categories used here were
a
those commonly 
	 in meteorological satellite ne hanalY sis^	 P	 Y
procedures' (see Harris and Barrett, 1975), namely cumulonimbi-
} form,: cumuliform, stratiform, cirriform and stratocumuliform
v	 3
^ 	
1
i
families.
J
r (b)	 The initial sets were examined' separately so that a small number
a; of images containing' type examples of those different cloud
families could be identified.
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Fig. 1(a): Additional Landsat coverage of the British Isles, Cycle 7,
June - 19 June, 1875.
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Fig. 1(b): Additional Landsat coverage of the British Isles Cycle 8i	 Y	 r
ti	 20 June - 7 July, 1.975.	 1
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Fig. 1 (d): Landsat coverage of the British Isles, Cycle 11,
13 Aug. - 30 Aug., 1975.
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Fig. 1(e): Landsat coverage of the British Isles, Cycle 12,
	
31 Aug. - 17 Sept., 1975.
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(c)	 The sets of type examples were viewed on a microfilm reader (E.
Marshall Smith Ltd., Bournemouth), with X14 and X25 magnif!oation
in order that-,. , the finer details of the five basic cloud families
- bemight	 examined closely and'^noted.
(d)	 Representative examples of the five cloud families, and their more
important members evident in the Landsat imagery, were selected
for incorporation iii the photo-key.
t
At each stage .-in this procedure there was dependence upon previously-
.	 ..
gained experience in c16ud recognition on meteorological satellite imagery,
,.
and a knowledge and understanding of the principles upon which commonly-
- accepted cloud classificationscfrom ground viewing positions are based.
i
III. ACCOMPLISHMENTS
The chief accomplishment during the second quarter was the compilation
of a cloud interpretation key for use with landsat imagery.
	 Table 2 compares
the resolution of Landsat'imagery with that obtained from other current
satellite platforms
TABLE 2^
A comparison of the satellite systems viewing
the 'U.K. in the visible waveband in 1975=6.
Satellite
	 Sensor	 Sub-satellite-	 Frequency
'.I
resolution	 of coverage
Landsat	 Multi.spectral	 c.80m	 18-daily
scanner (MSS) ry
DMSP	 Scanning Radiometer,
	 0.6km	 Daily
Very High Resolution
(SR-VHS)
Noaa	 Very High Resolution
	 0.9km
	 Daily
r
Radiometer (VHRR)
DMSP	 Scanning, Radiometer,
	 3.6km	 Daily
High Resolution
(SR-HR)
Noaa	 Scanning radiometer
	 4.5km	 Daily(SR)
I
Y
"
-2- -
L	
j Since the Iandsat data afford a much more detailed view of cloudiness than
f the other satellite systems whose data are readily available to the scientific r
community, the cloud contents-evident'in Iandsat images are of considerable'
f° interest and importance to 8pvEra1 groups of workers, including the following:
{ (a) 	 Atmospheric sc-'^entists,, interested in the correct analysis of
meteorological satellite data (with which the 1,andsat data c'an
b6 compared), and in assessing the potential benefits' which, might
^	 accrue were extremely high resolution ima ges available moreY	 	 g
frequently than from T.andsat 1 and 2;
(b) ;	Earth scientists, concerned with the influence of aggregations of
4.
s
^"`	
1
}	 water droplets in the atmosphere upon the measured radiances from
fvarious Earth surface features, and the development of techniques
to avoid interpretation problems caused by cloud cover (whether
opaque or transparent, continuous or discontinuous) and associated
shadow effects;
I	 (c)`	 Operational remote sensing teams, especially those using airborne
platforms, and requiring certain sky conditions in order to
commence specific missions.
7
{	 The first requirement in most cases is a recognition of the types of
clouds present over a given area on a particular occasion.	 The complex
handsat Cloud Fhotointerpretation Key which follows in Section IV is designed
j	 for use by any scientists concerned with cloud identificc.tion, whether they
are professional meteorologists or not. 	 It do gs not presume that other data
A.
are available to assist or confirm the landsat indications. 	 Thus it will be
^	 t
possible later in the present study to use this Key in comparison` with other.
satellite keys and/or ground observations of sky conditions. c
-	 The Landsat Cloud photointerpretatibn Key is structured for maximum
flexibility in its application and use.
	
Following American Society of
Photogrammetry (1975) it is clear that the suggested scheme may be
described in several ways.
	
In terms of its scope.,- it may be described
as a joint Subject/Analagous Area Key, dealing as it does with specified
-3-	 REPRODUCIBM` ! OP TICr?
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tcategories of clouds in a mid-latitudinal zone including, oceanic and island
or fringe-continental areas;	 in terms of its treatment, it is a Sem:._
technical and Direct ley involving a necessary minimum of technical meteoro-
logical terms to characterise fea^ures immediately obvious in much of the
!'.
t
i,andsat	 magery;	 in terms of its organisation, it may be described as a
Selective ley, arranged as it is so that the interpr/ ter simply selects that
f example corresponding to the feature he is attempting to identify, with j
both Essay Key and Photo-index .Key components. i
The Key is comprised of, three ;separate, 'yet inter-related parts, namely:-
a)	 The Short Description Key;
b)	 The Detailed Description Key; and
_f
c)	 The Photo-index Key.
The Short Description Key, for general use, is comprised of brief note
concerning tho five basic cloud families and their more important members
t:
(most frequent/most widespread/most readily recognized on Landsat imagery in
mid-latitude continental fringe regions).	 The Jlotes are basically descriptive,
but brief comments on cloud genesis and , synoptic context are also included..
The Detailed Description Key, for more specialized use, is structured on
`
^
the recognition that there are two basically different ways in which satellite-
1 viewed cloudiness may be described.	 Although visible imagery from meteoro- j
^
logical satellites might, with profit, be approached similarly, the following
^
scheme has been developed to exploit the special characteristics of,'the
t
Iandsat cloud representation, especially its unsurpassed detail.	 The scheme
5
differentiates betwoen primary and secondary cloud features, namely:
a)	 Broadscale features of masses and/or aggregates of clouds, i.e.
cloud fields; and	 _~
b)	 Smaller scale features of masses and/or aggregates`pf clouds, i.e.
j	 a
structural elements of cloud fields.
4
i
Although it has been widely recognised that some clouds (notably those
of the cumulnimbus and cumdliform families) can be described in terms of their
J
individual clouds (or "cells 1l ), problems have arisen in oth4r cases (notably ;r
^~I
stratiform types) where tL: search for individual cloud elements is inappropriate.
de feel that our differentiation between cloud fields and the structural
elements appare=nt within them is an advance over earlier thinking since it
s
permits all cloud families to be treated alike.
	 In cumuliform cloud fields,
r
for`` ` example, the structural elements may be individual cloud cells and/or
i
clus)^ ers thereof, and/or organizations of the same;
	 in stratiform cloud
{..fie/Ids the identifiable structural elements _might be streaks, mottlings or
I 1
ba'dings which are evidenc-_,s of the meso- and/or sub-synoptic sca.7,L factors
whicb , sculpture the outlines and surfaces of those; cloud types which own a
dominantl`^.,sheet-like ,appearance in plan.
I
The Photo-index key illustrates classic examples of the identified cloud
families and their significant members or sub-groups.
i
9
4
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IV. SIGNIFICANT RESULTS
The landsat Cloud Photointerpretation Key for Middle Latitudes
`0 INTRODUCTION
' Satellite:-	 1ANDSAT 2; launched January 22, 1975
' Sensor:-	 Multispectral Scanner Subsystem (MSS). 	 This gathers data
by imaging the surface of the Earth in 4 spectral bands
simultaneously through the same optical syster&i	 The spectral
a^
bands are numbored from 4 to 7 inc usive.
BAND
 No.	 WAVEI0NGTH (am) 	 l^
4	 o5 - o.6
6'
	 o.7 - v.8 -
7	 0.8 - 1.1
yE
Bands 4 1 5 and 6 use photomultiplier tubes as detectors;
f band 7 uses silicon photodiodes.
Imagery;-	 Although th::- sensor's output is initially in the form of
i continuous strips, NASA process the ima Gery into more manage-
able output products.	 This study use: MSS bulk processed,
70mm positives.
	 The image area on this type of product is:-
i
cross track - 55 mm
in track '- 53 mm
This gives ci ground cover for each frame of approx. 185 - 176
f
kilometres.
i The scale of these products is 1:3,369,000.
1 The resolution is approx. 80m on the ground.
Cloud Families:- 5 general families of clouds are considered, naGnely:-
1.	 Cumulonimbiform
2.	 Cumuliforr-a
REPRODUCIBILuy OF THE
- 3.	 Stratiform	 011IGIIiAL PAGE IS POOR
ry
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4.	 Stratocumuliform
5.	 Cirriform.
<` _Four members of this five-fold primary division of clouds are further divided
N
into a number of members or sub-groups.	 Some of these sub-6roups, for
elample altostratus and altocumulus, are generally regarded as cloud genera
in their own right.	 However,, for most purposes, it is more convenient to
f
regard them as sub-groups of the 5 aloud families.
	
Sub-groupiAgs are shown`
below, together with the appropriate illustration numbers.
Family	 Sub-Groups Illustratioh r
` Numbers
1.	 (i)	 Cumulonimbus Plates 1 (a) & (b)
CuvAulonimbuswith Cirrus ,;; Plates 1, (c) & (d)
s" 2.	 (i) 	 Cumulus humilis and Cumulus mediocris Plates 2(a),(b) & (e)
:I
' (ii)	 Cumulus oongestus Plate 2 (d)
a, (iii)	 Altocumulus Plates 2 (e) & (f)
Stratus Plates 3 (a) & (b)
41 (ii)	 Layered stratiform (incl. Nimbostratus) Plate 3 (e) #
_ t	
9
-; (iii)	 Altostratus Plate 3 (d) 4
4 9	 (i)	 Stratocumulus
	
_ Plates 4 (a) to (f)
wi 3ti
5.	 (i)	 Cirrus fibratus Plate 5 (a)i
(ii)	 Cirrus spissatus Plate 5 (b)
{iii)	 Cirrostratus Plate 5 (c)
(iv)	 Cirrocumulus Plate 5 (d) j
(v)'	 Condensation trails Plates 5 (e) & (f)
' A
Band Differences: - 9
+	 Y
i
' As has been noted above, the MSS.,.observes and records Earth radiation in
4 different wavebands.	 Two of these bands (4 and 5) image in the visible -=
portion of the electromagnetic spectrum, while the ,others. (6 and 7); image in
the short-wave portion, or just into the infra-red. However, all four bands
are imaging reflected solar radiation only.
The main differences between the appearances of clouds in the four
wavebands arc related to the background brightnesses of land and sea surfaces.
In bands 4 and 5 both land and sea appear dark grey. Often, there is no
clear distinction between land and sea wh,,re both occur in a particular
image, and the coastline is difficult to distinguish. In oands 6 and 7,
the sea appears blzck, whereas land surfaces appear much' lighter (mid-grey
to pale-grey tones).
Such differences are significant for the distinguishing of cloud types
over land and sea surfaces. As a dener_i1 rule, bands 6 and 7 seem to be
the more useful for identifying clouds over the sea, and bands 4 and 5 for
clouds over land. However, where extensive cloud fields occur over land
(which is consequently hidden) band 7 is usually the best as textural
characteristics tend to be enhanced herein.
In the "band differences" section of the detailed description key below,
the use of the term "LAi,iD/SEA" indicates that there considerations apply.
-8-
Plate 1: Cumulonimbiform
	 }
(a) Cumulonimbus
	 (b) Cumulonimbus
:a
(c) Cumulonimbus with Cirrus
	 (d) Cumulonimbus with Cirrus
-,r
r
d p .
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Plate 2:Cusulitorei... 	 a^
(a) Cumulus humilis ( band 4)	 (b) Cumulus humilis ( band 7)
(e) Cumulus mediocris	 (d) Cumulus congestus
TJ 11....
(e) Altocumulus	 (f) Altocumulus waves
IN
AT 0
A
(d) Altostratus(c) Layered Stratiform
__ 00 _	 t
Plate 3: Stratiformi
(a) Stratus	 (b) Stratus
if
REPg,ODUCIBILI'I'Y OF THE
ORIGINAI, PAGE IS POOR
^i.
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Plate 4: Stratocumuliform
(a) Cells	 (b) Ri ppl es
(e) Waves	 M Scallops and waves
(c) Bands (d) Scallops
Immumomr".M.,
ANN.
AI.J
Plate 5: Cirrifora+
(a) Cirrus fibratus
	 (b) Cirrus spissatus
(c) Cirrostratus	 (d) Cirrocumulu,
(e) Condensation trails (band 4)	 (f) Condensation trail.: (band 7)
RE,PRODUCEBILITY OF THE
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THE SHORT DESCRIPTIONy
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i 1.	 Cumulonimbiform	 REPRODUCIBILITY OF TH[1+ ",
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(i)	 Cumulonimbus
These appear as large, very bright cloud elements whose shape varies
from subcircular to irregular. 	 Cloud edges are usually sharply defined,
t
often. emphasized by shadows `cast 'by these tall, towering clouds or cloud
r^
masses..	 Fields of cumulonimbus,and the included open spaces, may extend
}	 over broad areas with individual clouds organised into lines, closed clusters
#I and more or less regularly patterned open convective cells or honeycombs.
k	 Sometimes the cloud masses are chaotically distributed. 	 They form preferen-
tially over relatively warm surfaces and/or where the air is markedly unstable.
I
(ii)	 Cumulonimbus with Cirrus
Very bright cumulonimbus clouds are here covered wholly or in part by
cirrus which appears greyer and often has a fibrous texture: ,	Where cirrus
is present (indicating upper level conditions not conducive to a continuation
of vertical cloud growth) the summits are indistinct and mazgins are 	 ll-
` defined e.g. where vertical wind-shear causes cirrus plumes to extend beyond x
the cumulonimbus towers.
	 Fields of cumulonimbus with cirrus are often k	 !^
extensive especially where merging of cirrus anvils occurs, with little
cloud-free space between. 	 Strong instability is indicated	 often on exposed
slopes where orographic`and meteorologic factors enhance each other, or
along powerful cold fronts or squall lines. 1
2. '	 Cumuliform
' (i)	 Cumulus rumilis and Cumulus mediocris
I	 i
These involve small cloud elements, generally bright to very bright in
tone.	 These may be circular, sub-circular or irregular in shape. 	 They often
E	 occur in fields of irregularly spaced elements, but may be organized, x,
characteristically into open convective cells or streets.
	
The edges of the
fields often indicate distributions of surface heating patterns, e.g. in
summer, when these are 'fair weather clouds over land.
i
(ii)	 Cumulus congestus
These somewhat larger cumulus clouds are frequently found in conjunction
with cumulus humilis and cumulus mediocris, where tower cloud growth is j
^.. locally more advanced.
	 They are very bright, due to their greater depth.
r The edges o< he elements are sharply defined and shadows from these clouds
are often visible over land surfaces where the background is of Light to {
I
z
medium tone:. / 1
` f . (iii)	 Altocumulus ,
I
Being somewhat higher clouds than those of types ( i) or (ii), the small
l.= grey elements which are characteristic of this generally shallow . cloud;type'
are often seen overlying lower cloud irnasses.	 They occur either in irregular
fields or organized into narrow, parallel bands transverse to the wind flow.
1 The latter organisation produces "waves' when viewed on the Tandsat imagery =
these are often oro ra hicall 	 induced lee wave clouds.g	 p	 y
3.	 Stra.tiform
(i)	 Stratus t ,.
This forms generally extensive cloud sheets possessing little or no
internal organization visible on the ha,ndsat imagery.
	
The fields are
usually bright, though edges of shoots may show tonal variations.	 They
indicate moist layers of air at or near the Earth ' s surface and may conform A
more or less closely with topography or coastlines (lowland, valley and
coastal fog) .
(ii)	 Iayered Stratiform'
A generally bright or very bright cloud field, consisting of a number
of layers which usually form continuous sheets when viewed on landsat
imagery.	 Usually frontal in origin and often extending over wide areas.
Some texture is visible as a''result of changes in thickness and/or shadows
cast by higher structural el,ments.
	 The latter may include stratus, nimbo-
i
stratus and altostratus.
a
.
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(iii)	 Altostratus
This occurs characteristically as extensivebands or sheets.
	 bright
appearances,prevail but small tonal variations are common, related to changes
fa µ in thickness of the cloud field which is more usually; translucent than
transparent.	 The texture may bo smooth or fibrous.
	 Altostratus indicates
widespread ;aplift of moist air, e.g. along vaarm fronts.
1 1
4.	 Stratocumuliform
is
r
These=farm extensive sheets or bands with characteristic cellular and/
or sub-linear sub-structures, although a wide variety of etchings occur
related 'to turbulent processes.
	 Brightness is variable, from medium to bright.
These clouds are anticyclonic, forming when low-level convection is ov.or-
ruled by widespread subsidence.
°.	 5.	 Cirriform ;.}
Usually a "thin e
 dull cloud, this often overli, 4s:
 lower;cloud formations
I ;.	 which are visible when the 	 overlying cirrus is translucent.	 There are {
several distinct varieties.
( i.)	 Cirrus fibratus
-4 ,	 This is>a thin., grey cloud,.tyically showing a ,tibrous texture;; it,
I=
I is often found in association with Cumulonimbus towers,,,and along the
I	 #	 leading edges of warm and occludi.n^ frontal bands of cloud.
A
^ a
s
(ii)	 Cirrus spissatus
This may form extensive sheets or bands. 	 Often opaque and white in
appearance, its texture is comparatively smooth.
	 It may be found at or near#
the leading edge of a warm or occluding frontal band of cloud. -:
t
' (iii)	 Cirrostratus-
<y
Typically forming bright sheets or bands of clouds, with a fibrous
€
3
I
texture; this is often associated with advancing warm or occluded fronts.
-11-
(iv)	 Cirrocumulus
A
Rarely seen;	 cirrocumulus is composed of tiny, dull, translucent ^ .
appearance.cloud elements which give the cloud field a finely mottled _F
a
k
(v)	 Condensation Trails
}
t
Those appear as thin, dull grey, straight lines or bands, usually of
considerable length. 	 They often form Criss-cross patterns when numerous
h
trails are present, indicating considerable moisture through depth in the
^
middle and/or upper troposphere*
i
s
9
x
1
i
r
I
l
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1DETAILED DESCRIPTION KEY
s•.
3 1.	 CUMLONIMB_IFORNi
(i)	 Cumulonimtaus
Structural Elements
Nature Individual cumulonimbus cells
Size 10 - 20km. across longest dimension.
Form Subcircular generally, some elongated into oval shapes.
Well defined margins.
i Brightness Generally very bright.	 Occasionally the structure of
r
individual elwents causes shadows to be cast down onto
l
lower portions of these tall towering clouds. 	 In these
" instances the shading of portions of individual elements
helps,to enhance their, towering appearance.
f Texture of
Each Element. Uniformly smooth;	 some texture seen when shadows 'cast
as noted above.
Organisation
of Elements Individual elements maybe organised into closed' clusters,
with overlapping margins (which may cover extensive areas),
or open, -cellular patterns.
	 These patterns may be honey-
combs or dines (where the cells are more regularly spaced),
I
or chaotic distributions. (where the cells are less regularly`
spaced). ;
Band
4 Differences c	 4 1 5 1 6 very similar;	 7 shows more'shadbw	 which enhances
l`II
cloud structures.
Cloud Fields f'
4 Size r	 May be 150 km
	
or more across.
G Form- fields of cumulonimbus are often related to rc-latively
r^I
warm surfaces, theUeprompting convective instability
under appropriate vertical profile conditior^j"; in such
cases the fields may be dominantly over land (summer) or
13	 -4;s-
WOF THEREPRODUCIBILITY
ORIGINAL PAGE IS POOR sea (winter) .	 When related to thy: state of the .atmosphere }
alone they are characteristically elongated (fronts and/or
squall lines) or irregularly-shaped (e.g. trailing cold
F, sectors of depressions).
Brightness Field brightness depEaids on the,; organisation of thj
individual e,lemonts.
	 G,^ne^,ally, the closer the spacing of
the cells, the brighter the field, as ,a whole, appears.
Texture Similarly depends.on organisation; and may vary from a
i
smooth, extensive cloud mass to a mottled, open texture.
Band
Differences LAND/SEA
(,ii)	 Cumulonimbus with Cirrus
Structural Elements,-
Nature Individual cumulonimbus cells, with cirrus plumes.
Size 10 - 30 km. across longest dimension.
^
F
i`
Form Subcircular Senerally; margins ill defined, especially
cohere the cirrus is dense and blown out from the top of
i
the cumulonimbus tower.	 Tlis leaves an indistinct, diffuse
18
Itj edge.
Brightness Very bright.-	 Cirrus, Where extending beyond the individual >'
cumulonimbus towers, may appear duller. 	 Individual towers
are often seen as brighter elements through the duller,
T
 R
translucent cirrus.
1
`	 Texture Little structure as seen in individual elcp^ents,;which
appear'smooth.	 Cirrus-plumes may have a fibrous texture.
Organisation
of Elements Often orgailised into closed ;clusters, which may cover
i
extensive areas especially where cirrus plumes from
individual towers merge to form one cirrus sheet`.
` Band
Differences Band 7 shows , 1;reater texturs ,and structure- in the cirrus
elements.
_1tE-
p r Cloud Fields
"	
E
Size Very extensive, may be 150 kin. or more across. J'
Form Cumulonimbus with cirrus anvils normally evolve out of
r	
,^
cumulonimbus clouds by a continuous process of transformation.
Conditlilw under which these clouds occur are them, °`ire 1
similar to those which are favourable for the development
^	 e
I of Cumulonimbus,	 -;
Brightness Very bright.
Texture Smooth.	 Cirrus plumes, where merging, may be diffuse and
show a fibrous texture.
Band
4; ,
R Differences Band 7; shows greater texture and structure in the cirrus
;f elements.
r
f2.	 CUNNLIFORM
i
	
Cumulus(	 m humil	 and Cumulus`mediocris
Structural Elements*
Nature Individual cumulus cells.
I
Size Generally 1 to 5 km. across the longest dimension,? cme humulis
i'
y
cells may be smaller, down to the limits of the lands&t !!
I resolution.-
Form :	 Varied; may be circular, sub-circular or irregular. 	 Edges f
are generally sharply defined. 	 There may be some small
$(f
shadows cast onto the ground if vertical development is
tlocally accentuated.
Brightness
.
Bright to very bright; the 'cloud edge on the side away from
F7
;i the sun is often marked by ground shadow (if over land),
A
1 which contrasts strongly with the cloud itself.
r
^I Texture Generally no texture is seen in individual elements, which
appear smooth.	 If vertical development is marked, as in z} some larger clouds, then shadows caused by higher ,portions of
,.I
a cloud are seen on lower portions. 	 This gives a faintly
y
j"	 - mottlod appearance to these clouds.
4 
r
0rganisE' ion
of Elements Commonly occur in irregularly organised fields,, $	 r
individual or --arallel lines, or uniform, open cellular
'	 - patterns,
i
Lines conAst of individual Cumulus`humilis and mediocris`_-
" OF THE^ elements.	 (They may also contain. Cumulus congestus). 	 A
i
R,, j^ODUCUlITY
AGE IS p
ORIGIN
AL P00R field may contain 50 to 100 lines, with the spacing,
f between the lines varying, but generally it is similar in }
-magnitude to the width of the cloud lines, or slightly ^-
larger.	 The lines may be straight, or gently curved, and 
may occur over either land or sea surfaces.
Open, cellular patterns axe formed from various Cumulus
'
sube-,roups which cluster together to form honeycomb patterns s
often covering extensive areas. ¢
1	 f
A
1	 ..
'Band
Differences LAM/SEA - very marked.
Cloud Fields.
Size 'Lines may be 100 km. or more in length, and one field
may consist of numerous (50+) lines., Open cellular
patterns and chaotic distributions may cover wide areas,
s often the whole.,of-a single image.
Form Convection processes are responsible for their formation,
individual cells forming in the thermals associated with
- instability in the lower troposphere.
	
This instability f
may be due to surface receipt of solar radiation, and/or
harming of the bash of a cold air mass by passage over a
j?clatively warm surface. 	 Therefore, the margins of cumulus
fields are closely related to surface heating patterns.
t^
((k	 Pri.ghtne^ss Varies, depending on the spacing of th,^t cloud line's ox
I^
II^ cellular patterns and also the backgr ound {la;^d or sea).
f
Generally, the closer the olt;ments, the brighter tho field.
h
,, 7
Texture Non-uniform, an alternating pattern of white and black or
,I
ff
dark-grey,	 regularly repeated in the case of lines,k_
j irregular mottlinb in thy; case of open cells.
Band
+I
^ Differences :	 LAND/SEA - marked.
(ii)	 Cumulus
{
congestus
,
Structural Elements.
	
L
'
Nature Individual congestus cells. f
Size
t,
10-20 km.- across longest dimension.
k.-
Form :	 Varied:may be circular, sub-circular or irregular.
	 Edges
4 are sharply defined and shadows cast on side away from the
sun.
Brightness Usually v ry bright, may be some shadows cast on lower
i
portions of an element if vertical development is marked,
a hence darker tones occur.
Texture little on individual elements which appear uniformly smooth
except where; shadows are cast.
Organisation
of Elements 
M
Commonly found in association with other cumulus subgroups.
May occur in lines or open cells, marking locations of
locally enhanced vertical development.
Band
Differences .NAND/SEA.	 Bands 6 and 7 show more marked shadows on
individual clouds than bands 4 and 5.
	 Shadows cast over
k
land by individual clouds are more marked in bands 6 and
7 than bands 4 and 5.
4
Cloud Fields.
	 -
Size 1Itriable, usually congestus 'elements are constituents of
,
large cumuliform fields (containing humils, mediocris and
x[
sometimes cumulonimbus clouds) which: may cover extensive
D
;
areas.
r
FForm Normally found in association with other cumuliform and
oumuloni mbiform varieties t being an intermediate form between 4	 ^ ^'`:
the less wall developed cumulus varieties, anc` „ the more
” advanced development of cumulonimbus. 	 They are, therefore'
similarly associated with surface; heating patterns.
f,
Brightness Very bri6ht to bright, depending on the spacing of	 i--^ments
in 
the cloud field.
Texture; lrre'gular mottling prevails; when cle vents are arranged
^arly, bands or stripes occur.
Band
Diffe=rences LAND/SEA.	 h
(iii)	 Altocumulus
Struc tural;Elomtnts.
^l	 Size Individual eloments difficult to distinguish; 	 generally
^'ka l - 1km. or less.
c Form Generally irregular, edges may be diffuse with cirrus
smudging common.
Brightness Generally grey; ,	may b ,  wI?ite where thin cirrus is above.
Texture Not distinguishable.
Organisation
r
of Elements
	 : Eithor irregularly spaced, or found . in narrow Parallel
bands which are often sinuous, and generally perpendicular
to the direction of wind flow at the cloud level.
	
There may
be 10 or 15 Lands in a space: of 30 km., with uniform_ spacing.
i
Band }Differences LAND/SEA.
	
Band 7 tends to show or ganisati,oeis of elements
better than bands 4 and 5, especially wapre thin cirrus
overlies the altocumulus.
Cloud Fields
Size Irregularly spaced elements may form fairly extensive fields,
covering an area with the longest dimension approx. 50km.
" ezra Ile1 bands trlay be , 100 km. or more in 7 ent tlk (in the
-18-	
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el
direction parallel to the bands) and the distance across
r^	 I
.raze bands may be 30km,
,.....
,r	
.
Form Fiolda of altocumQ- s indicate unstable air in the middle
troposphere.
	 Uten the fields are closoly related to
topography, being visible evidence of,orographic wava:s i
These are triggered `by local orographia lifting. 	 T1— cloud
wav,s gone:rally liQ transverse to the wind dirt^ction, and
f
may extend considerabl y: distanc,s downwind, forming extensive: ^	 f
^_
fields.
Brightness Generally grey-white where overlain by cirrus.
Texture	 : 4here elements are irregularly sp,;,ced they give a- "lumpy"
' appearance.
	
When in bands, they qR ear as smooth waves or
ripples.
=
Band
Differonces LAND/SEA.
..
•	 STR.ATIFDRM
1
Structural Elements {
I`
Nature Streaks, mottles, bands,
;
x
Size Variablo, from small, irregular mottled areas, ;	to extensive
str aks or bands which may be 100 km. or more in length,
and bands may be 50km. or more 'wide.
' Form Variable; mottlos may bcu subcircuiar or irregular in sba];e,
stroaks are normally long and thin and band; are often .long
s
and broad.:
Brightnuss Bright, usually white. 	 Occasionally ^,rey if thu ulrrifents
r
i
are thin.
3 Texture Unly slight tonal variations are visible . and usually the
{ elements are rather indistinct.
t
^1^`
' Organisation
of Elemp.ts z	 Stratus fields are generally amorphous sheets with little '''•.
h	 ! or no internal organisation.	 They may be comprised of
t very few elements, or a great number, e.g. a large sheet
' may contain a few bans or many, streaks. 
Band
Differences Individual elements are seen more easily in band 7 than
the other bands.
Cloud Fields. TM ,.
Size May cover a whole frame or more. ;^	 F}
Form The development of stratus fields is a result of cooling
-
y
in the lower troposphere, and the shape of the fields may
be more or less strongly influenced by topography, coast-
lines and wind direction, for ,example, valley or lowland
fog, or fog farmed over the sea and adverted over the coast
by an onshore wind.
Brightness Usually bright; 	 edges of a sheet may show 'varied tones
t
whore the elements become thinner.
I Texture Usually relatively smooth.
Band
Differences Difference: of tones enhanced in band `^'. f
(ii)	 Layered Stratiform
Structural. Elements
t,is
Nature Stroaks, mottles, bands.
e
Size Variable, from small mottles to long; streaks and wide bands.
Form
,
Mottles may be subcircular or irregular;
	 bands are generally`
s
wide and straight with streaks being long and thin, gently
curved or straight.
Brightness Very bright.
Texture Irregular texture may occur duo to the casting of shadows
by some c>^lemonts at higher altitudes .
^ x
_ }g.xT t9	
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Organisation
of Elements
	 A variety of .elements at different altitudes are: character-
istic of this cloud type. The uL^,ments may include bands
.ind/or mottles of stratua and nimbostratus (where rain is
falling) with strQa4^ of altostratus above.
Band
Differences Baud 7 proviiws greater detail of individual elements.
j Cloud	 Fields.
Size Generally extensive - 100km, or more :across, even 1000 km.
y4
^	
a
in length.
Form Usually frontal in origin;	 therefore the shapes of the
cloud. fields are rotated to synoptic-seals;: weather develop-
ment rather than more localised factors, and are character-
istically broad, more or less curvilinear bands where fronts A
are active;
	 broken, discontinuous and/or amorphous p-.tterrs 3
whore fronts arc; dissip4tting.
Brightness
	 : Bright to very bright.
a
Texture Irregular, due to chnnguL < in thicknt c,^ s ^;na casting of shadows.
Ba n 
Differences
	 :
v
Band	 reveals textural differences more cloarly.
x	 (ili)	 Altostratus
Structural Elements
NtAtur'e Streaks and/or bands.
Size
	 :. Generally extensive.
Form Streaks or bands maybe in straight lines or gently curved.
Brightness Bright.
Textur Smooth, or fibrous.
Orga.nis-,tion
of Elotrionts
	
: Generally form extensive sheets or bands.
Band
Differences Band' 7 shows slightly more t,.xturc: (if pre,>,.:nt).
Cloud Fields
Size Very Extensive -may cover a complete frame.
Form Usually xelated` -to synoetic-scale weather factors; 	 a major f	 .t
causation, is the slow ascent of extensive layers of air to
sufficiently ,high levels for condensation to occur. 	 This
frequently happens along warm and/or occluding frontal,
L
planes.
Brightness Bright, though may show tonal variations due to changes in
rr
S ^
^,%hickness .
a
"Texture 'Fibrous generally.
' &and
s
Differences Emphasis of texture in band 7.
4.	 STRATOGUMULIFORM
(i)	 Stratocumulus
Structural. Elements
Nature :	 Mottles	 streaks. x
F
=
L
Size Generally small.	 Mottles are usually 3-5km. across, though
p
they are occasionally outside these limits. 	 Streaks are
w,
usually narrow, less than 1 km. across, and may be a few t.
kilometres in length. j
_
Form Mottles tale a wide variety of shapes; they may be irregular,
subcircular or circular.	 Streaks are straight or gently
t
curved. s
t
Brightness Varies - from dull grey to bri-ht, depending; on tine depth
i
of the cloud and the sun elevation angle. 	 As the latter
z
} increases, the brightness generally increases.
t Texture Streaks are usually smooth. 	 Mottles may sho-,o soi,ie fi e,
a
a
x
irregular texture due to tonal variations caused by their ^	 "k
un_rven upper surfaces.
y	 ;
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Organisation
sl	 of Elements
	 Groupings of structural elements may be identified at two
;.
M	 99
levels of gg6regation.
	 At the fir.'st level of aggregation,
the formation of more or less closed clusters (consisting
of perhaps 'ICJ to 20.mottles or streaks), `is common. 	 These
'	 Iprimary groupings are then further agprp;_ated to form bands,
	
{
sheets or scallop shapes, whichayc`tend over large areas.
h t
Band''
i	 Differences LAND
 
SSA;	 bands	 I /^ ^ ,	 7 enables the texture and organisation of
Y
the elements to be seen more easily.
Cloud Fields
Size	 Extensive - may coven a complete frame, or a number of
consecutive frames.
I	 Form	 Fields of stratocumulus are associated with lame scale
subsidence to the .level of 'the tops of the cloud Fields
'	 under anticyclonic conditions.
	 'The cloud elements are
formed by lower level convection and etchad by turbulent
M
processes.
	 The different spatial organizations and
I
textures so characteristic of this cloud family are not
'	 wholly understood at the present time, but are probably due
a	 to the interaction of particular synoptic and sub-synoptic
	 }
scale factors.
	 i
Br-7 ztitness	 Medium to bright, depending.; on cloud thickness, organisation
andsun elevation angle.
	 Generally, thicker, more closely
spaced fields appear brighter.
I{	 Texture	 Cloud field textures are numerous - a result of the .wide
variety of element organisations at two levels of agLsregation. 
i
They include more or less fine mottlings, scallops,
}	 "cauliflowers'"-like textures of certain closed cellular
organisations and ripple-like textures when bands are
1	 '1
arranLed ih rows.
-23-
Band
Differences Band 7 is again most useful in discerning textural and j,	 ?.
F,
sI^
organisUtional characteristics within cloud fields.
S.	 CIRRIFORM iI
_ r
(i)	 Cirrus fibratus
Structural Elements
Nature Streaks or fibres. j
Size Variable in length, from a few kilometres to 50 or 100 kms.
s' Generally narrow in width, beint; a'few kms. at most. r
a Form Usually straight or gently curved.
;j
Brightness Dull grey and translucent; maybe brighter, white tones if
trucker and opaque,
Texture Smooth.
Organisation
f	 of Elements Numerous streaks or fibres may be organised into narrLiv or
I wide bands, and occasionally enough elements may be present
to form an amorphous sheet. 	 Thin streaks or filaments ma,
sometimes be seen tying transverse to the major cloud axes.
F
r
Band`
x
1	 Differences i,ijID/SEA.
Cloud fields
Size May be extensive, occurring in diffuse sheets,
Form Where blown from cumulonimbus toi;iers, fields of cirrus
fibratus will be related to -the organisation of -the  towers
l
and the direction of wind flow in the upper troposphere. If
related to an advancing frontal system, the cloud field
shape will be dependent on synoptic factors,
Bri Pubne8a. Usually dull and translucent, revezline lower cloud formations,
x
which appear as bri;hter patches in the cirrus field.
Texture Commonly Fibrous or banded.
tr OF Ta
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Band
Differences LAND/SEA;	 in band 4, cirrus appears slightly brighter,
especially where the cloud field is thicker.
1
.^
I (ii)	 Cirrus spissatus
3
Note : ^l
1
r
It J s not possible on LODSAT imagery to identify seperate structural
i
elements and therefore the structural Element--Cloud Fields subdiv_sion is
not used.
^' #
` Mature Amorphous sheets or bands.
Size Variable from small patches, to extensive sheets extending
1 ::
- I over a comr;lete frame; or a number of consecutive frames.
Form In general, the: comm.:nts applied to cirrus fibratus apply
here; also.	 if found chaotically distributed, this may be
related to cumulonimbus towers w1iic1i have now dissipated;
here the field will bear some relation to previous
cumulonimbus fields.
Brightness Bright, usually white in appearance.
Texture Smooth.
ff
i
I
Band
Differences Band	 more	 field,
f
9	 7 shows slightly	 texture in the cloud
especially where the cloud mabe thinner, and lower cloud
i
layers may becomL visible.
(iii)	 Cirrostratus
J
Structural elements
Nature :	 Streaks or bands.
Size Variable	 may be a few or many kilometres in length, but are }
usually narrow, being; only a few kilometres wide.'
Form Straif;ht or gently, curgod.
Brightness Medium gray to w]hite;usually' opaque:.
Texture Rather smooth.
Organisation:
of Elements The streaks or bands are usually closely arranged to form 3A	 °f
wide sheets or bands, with little or no space between the
j^ 	It elements.
Band
Differences Somewhat brighter in band 4 than band 7.
_Cloud Fields
t
Size
^
`,variable, usually oxtensive.'
i
Form Usually frontal in origin, forming bands ahead of the surface
positions of the frontal planes (behind cirrus fibratus,
ahead of altostratus). i
`	
r
Brightness Usually bright, pale grey to white tones.	 If thin, may
i
i be t_anslucent revealing lower cloud as brighter patches.
a Texture Commonly fibrous, with ;thin bands or streaks.
l{ Band
Differences	 : nand 4 is generally brighter; band 7 reveals_ greater
> textural detail.
(iv)	 Cirrocumulus
^e
Structural 21aments
x Nature Small cells..
Size 300 metres to 1 kilometre across.
3	
r Form Each cell is , 6ircular or' oval shaped.
f ;
i Brightness Dull grey, t,tansluc^nt.
I Textur e S,rooth.
Organisation i
of Elements Closely'spacod cells in an irregularly shaped field.	 May
t
T
form bands with diffuse: edges.
^ ,r
Band -
9
Differences iANT D/SEA;	 el-,mttnts appoar slightly brighter in band 4 than z
r.,
k band 7.'
I
,
Y	 ir
;1	 i
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Clcad Fields
r
,
,a Size Field may be 50 km,. 	 or more across.
t^	
.
Form Generally patches of restricted extent. 	 Sometimes ahead
of surface frontal positions in the cirriform zone.	 A
rare cloud type.
F	 ^_
Bri,htness Dull grey and translucent. 	 Lower cloud forms may oe seen
as brighter patches through the overlying cirrocunulus.
Texture The field presents a dapplod or rippled texture.
Band
Differences LAND/SEA -band 4is brighter than band 7.
s
(v) 	 Condensation Trails
,,	 f
Structural Elolnents
p Nature Streaks or bands
Size Individual streaks may be 100 km. or more in length.	 They
are usually very narrow i perhaps 1 or 2 km,,.	 wide at - most. -_
Bands may be of similar length, but are usually broader,
perhaps 5-20 km,., wide.
Form Streaks 'are usually strai&ht lines' with sharp edges, this
strai.z,htne.;ss being their most readily identifiable
characteristic.	 Bands are usually streaks tvhich have been
drawn out by wind sharr, and their margins aro therefore
not ^so sharply dQfined.-'
Brightness I-alo to , medium Frey tones.
Texture: ;streaks are smooth; bends may shove fibrous or feathery
texture.'
Organisation
of Elements When numerous trails are present, criss-cross patterns
form which appear liite irregularly spaced grids.
Land
,
Differences h1N.L)/SEA;
	
band 4 is slightly brightor.`
J ^
Cloud Fields
Size Fields of condensation trails may extend over considerable
areas, but there are often extensive gaps between individual
elt.;rnents .
'
L;
Form -y.,,Relatud to patterns of ;aircraft movement and wind patterns
aloft when conditions Marc: suitable for their formation. 
Brightness' Usually dull grey; due to large spaces between individual x
elements a
Texture Feathery or wispy appearance if bends are present; if
i
'" ( streaks dominate then an irregular grid pattern occurs. t
Fund
Differences LAND/SEA - band 4 is usually slightly brighter.
0 r
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` In the First.:.uarterly Report it was observed that the I,andsat 2 MSS
coverage of the British Study Region as provided to the Principal Investigator
compared badly with initial expectations in two ways.	 These may be
summarized as follows:
(1)	 The coverage of the Study Region during the first ton :uandsat cycles
wo.s ve ry fragmentary and incomplete; and
5f
(2)	 The coverage anticipated from a specific cycle was not known for any
i
^ occasion in advance.
,• If anything, the data received for the next five cycles have been
r
oven less complete.	 Indeed, only 9 frames have been received by the time
of writing for T-.ndsat Cycles 13-15, covering the period from September 18th-
November 10th, 1975•
	
It is to be hoped that this do gs not indicate a trend
*I of diminishing returns.
©n the oth,-r hand, we h
	
received,
	
additional frames for iandsat
	 .v>M recev
xi
Cycles 7,8 and 10 bringing our total archive for the period from March
i
22nd - Au`ust 12th, ` 1975 to 219 from an estimated possible maximum of 560.
Consequently, it is hoped that our current holding of 32 fram<<,s from ani
ostimat:rd maximum of 280 frames for ':Landsat Cycles 11-15 may be increased
by late arrivals.
It is hoped that the problem of not knowing whether the taperocorder
on the satellite is to be switched on for a given pass or not will be over-
coma for at least one or two future passes by ,prior arrangement with TvASA.
,
This will enable us to make plains for the acquisition of more sophisticated
in ,:situ measurements to y id our i.nterprotation'of the imagery.	 Such
.'.
measurements would includes weather radar observations from the Royal Radar
t
Establishmont at Malvern, Hereford and rdorce:star, and cloud droplet size
spectra obtained by research aircraft attached to the 	 ritish M(-Aeorological
Office.	 A' formal request tlLot such in irrangemelt might bu m:zdc hus b5ren
lodged b;	 the ;;principal Investigator with his 7 chni:cal IIonitor. ^ -
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VI. RECOMMEPADATIONS AND CONCIUSIONS
The Landsat Cloud 1?hotointorpretution Key presunte?d in this report
should be of immediate intvrost and use to the meteorological community
j and other Landsat investigators.
	
However, it will be of significance also x
' to those concerned with the ,)lanning of`futuru satellite projects, most
x
a.
of which will almost cert;,,inly provide higher resolution data than their
current -counterparts or precursors.
	
It seams to be accOpt^d gLnterally that ,.
re=solutions of 1.0 - 2.5 km. are adequate for meteorological satellite
operations in tho for4soeablt
	 future; sensory systt,ms on future: polar-
orbiting weather satellites like Tiros-N (1.0 km) and on geostationary
{ weather satellites like Meteosat (,? .5 km.) will have: such capabilities.
However, it is likely that other satellite systems under active consider-
1 ation at the moment may be designed to give data of substantially higher
resolution, e.g. 1,205 (the goosynchronous Multidisciplinary :earth Observation
Satellite presently under consideration by the European Sp.lxe ACancy (BSA)
The MEOS, multispectral scannor may well provide data at least comparable
with those of Landsat 1 and 2.
	 Although MEOS satellites and others of the
same t,eneration (active from 1935 - 2000 A.D.) would have primr,,ry tasks to
perform in monitoring rapid ch«nge on this surface of the E-arth itself, they
would inevitably provide extremely high resolution observations of the t^
Earth's cloud cover also.	 It can only be helpful for'thos, • concornod with
satellite design, and data utiliz ttion, in tho future, to learn from oxisting•
I; spacecraft what- the, chief possibilities and problems of accom,iiodating data
of hiLh^r resolution and/or Lreat;r frequency than at present into operational
programmes of work might be.
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